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State-of-the-Art Projects

Security from a single source

Why do we think of a large team when we think of security? Because when we are working to meet 

all the requirements of a building, we bring on board the immense know-how of our entire group 

of companies. Our expertise spans door and window technology, automatic entrance systems and 

management systems. Our work doesn’t just focus on our individual products; instead we aim to 

produce integral system solutions.

We work together to tackle challenges in built property and offer complete security technology from one 

source. In doing so we not only emphasise the high quality of our products, we also include functional 

and overall reliability and a sense of style. The safety and user-friendliness of our products are gua-

ranteed and certifi ed. As a system supplier we have access to a large number of customised solutions 

to address the various needs of the construction trade. We are a reliable and competent partner who 

produces total solutions which focus not just on individual products but the project as a whole.

Architects working on major international projects value our exper-

tise and our global “everything from a single source” service. This 

leaves them to concentrate on their own work – the architectonically 

challenging job of producing the design.

Design

Reliability
Guarantee

Function

Certifi cation

Safety

Quality

DOOR TECHNOLOGY AUTOMATIC ENTRANCE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMSWINDOW TECHNOLOGY

ALLIANZ ARENA | MUNICH

Architects: Herzog & de Meuron
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ALLIANZ ARENA | MUNICH

Architects: Herzog & de Meuron

Leaving nothing to chance …

State-of-the-Art Projects

+++ ARGENTINA +++ AUSTRALIA +++ AUSTRIA +++ BELARUS +++ BELGIUM +++ BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA +++ BRAZIL +++ BULGARIA +++ 

Safety is our main priority whenever large numbers of people are involved, be it in a sold-out stadium, 

an airport or a museum. And there is a good reason for this: in an emergency, a high-quality safety 

system can save lives. If the people in the building suddenly start to panic, it must be possible for all 

escape doors to be opened as quickly as possible without high levels of force. The interaction of all 

parts is crucial at this point. The specially harmonised products of our panic systems (according to 

EN 1125) and the electrical BKS escape door control FTSK (according to the requirements of EltVTR) 

offer a solution which is just as reliable as it is fl exible. In everyday use, an escape door lock prevents 

the doors from being opened unchecked by unauthorised parties while in a fi re the push, touch or 

panic bars provide a rapid and safe route out of the building. Heat and smoke vent system solutions 

are another key partner because it is only safe for people to pass through escape routes if they are 

free of smoke. In an emergency, these heat and smoke vent central system units handle the power 

supply, coordination and control of smoke evacuation openings while on an everyday basis they are 

responsible for suffi cient ventilation …

NATIONAL STADIUM | PEKING

Architects: Herzog & de Meuron

BERGISEL SKISTADIUM | INNSBRUCK

Zaha Hadid Architects

DÜSSELDORF AIRPORT

J • S • K   Architekten

THE PEAK | HONGKONG

Architects: Terry Farrell & Partners, London

MERCEDES-BENZ ARENA | STUTTGART

asp Architekten, Stuttgart, Arat - Siegel - Schust

GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM | BILBAO

Architect: Frank O. Gehry, Los Angeles
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TAIPEI 101 | TAIPEI

Architects: C.Y Lee & Partners

State-of-the-Art Projects

… “Security fi rst” is the main priority in buildings requiring stringent personal safety and burglary 

resistance. Such buildings include for example museums housing important art collections but also 

parliamentary and court buildings, banks and insurance companies. Security revolving doors and 

security curved sliding doors can be used to precisely monitor the individuals entering the building by 

means of electronic control systems, ensuring a smooth passage in both directions that is carefully 

controlled. 

We have developed the automatic G.U-SECURY locking system in order to meet the stringent security 

needs of such buildings. This system automatically locks the door at up to four points to reliably prevent 

any unauthorised persons from accessing the building. If these doors with their improved protection 

against intruders serve as escape doors at the same time, their insides can also be equipped with 

door handles, push bars or touch bars. Such a setup satisfi es the high security requirements as well 

as the need for panic locks. Security, fi re protection, intruder protection and the barrier-free concept 

naturally complement one another and are all harmonised to work together perfectly. 

Using our technically innovative lift-slide solutions, such as the motorised HS-Master and HS-SPEED 

Limiter, ensures ease of operation and a high level of security even in the case of large and heavy 

sliding door sashes.

With the addition of our UNI-JET tilt-turn fi tting system, whose locking points all feature steel mush-

room pins, we can also ensure that windows can be opened and closed securely. 

All the partners involved pull together to deliver all-round impressive results. And as a full-range 

supplier, we adopt a systematic approach to satisfying the ever more stringent needs of the building 

trade.

+++ CANADA +++ CZECHIA +++ CHILE +++ CHINA +++ CROATIA +++ DENMARK +++ DUBAI +++ ESTONIA +++ FRANCE +++ F.Y.R.O.M +++ 

SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT | EDINBURGH

Enric Miralles, Benedetta Tagliabue (EMBT)

PETRONAS TOWERS | KUALA LUMPUR

Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects

THE OVAL ON BASELER PLATZ | FRANKFURT

Architects Albert Speer and Partner GmbH, Frankfurt

SAP HEAD OFFICE | WALLDORF OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL CHANCELLOR | BERLIN

Axel Schultes Architekten

BMW FACTORY | LEIPZIG

Zaha Hadid Architects, London
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OVAL OFFICE | HAMBURG

nps tchoban voss Architects BDA

Secure networking

State-of-the-Art Projects

In modern buildings it is becoming increasingly important for the security technology used to be net-

worked perfectly. With the management systems of the Gretsch-Unitas Group of Companies, all the 

components of the building security products are controlled from one central point. All information of 

relevance to security such as signals, alarms and status deviations of system components are sent 

to this one point. This is especially important for say access control, heat and smoke vent systems or 

controlling escape doors. Our fully web-based GEMOS multimedia security management system is 

an impressively reliable and convenient system for all service and security needs and leaves plenty of 

scope for creative design too. The modular GEMOS Access control system eliminates the boundaries 

between the various systems in place at the access point. Developed by the group, GEMOS doesn’t 

just feature a simplifi ed and very user-friendly interface but also new pre-confi gured complete systems 

for smaller and medium-sized control centres. The online display feature makes it possible to monitor 

the operating states of all connected systems quickly and clearly from a single location. Convenience 

and security are combined.

Thanks to the GEMOS open interface philosophy and our know-how from mechanical and mechatronic 

door and window technology from within the G.U Group, the “intelligent door” and GEMOS strike the 

fi rst real balance between all relevant systems and procedures.

It is even possible to integrate features for managing mechanical, mechatronic or electronic locking 

suites with the aid of user-friendly KeyManager 3.6 software. This setup simply and clearly delivers 

a precise overview of a large number of access points, even in larger, complex buildings.

+++ GERMANY +++ GREAT BRITAIN +++ GREECE +++ HUNGARY +++ INDIA +++ ITALY +++ IRAN +++ JAPAN +++ K AZAKHSTAN +++ LATVIA +++

NATIONAL GRAND THEATRE | BEIJING

Architect: Paul Andreu

SONY CENTER AT POTSDAMER PLATZ | BERLIN

Architects:  Murphy/Jahn, Chicago

ZENTRUM PAUL KLEE | BERNE

Architect: Renzo Piano

MERCEDES-BENZ MUSEUM | STUTTGART

Architects: UNStudio van Berkel & Bos, Amsterdam

BMW Welt | MUNICH SAP ARENA | MANNHEIM

Architects. HPP Hentrich, Petschnigg & Partner
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PORCELAIN MANUFACTORY | MEISSEN

Architects: Zumpe – Düsterhöft – Richter

State-of-the-Art Projects

Maintaining cultural values –

using state-of-the-art technology

The reuse of existing buildings is gaining in importance. The redevelopment and redesign of older 

buildings has long had a major infl uence on today’s building trade. Modernising existing building stock 

increases the demand for contemporary solutions, delivering high levels of comfort and security. But 

how can existing buildings be given a cutting edge refi t for a sensible amount of money? Our electrically 

operated panic lock system (EVP) is the perfect solution. This system is incredibly easy to retrofi t 

and combines a self-locking panic lock with an electrical escape door look. It even satisfi es new fi re 

protection requirements. The Automatic latchbolt variant from the SECURY doorlock range can also 

be used to economically retrofi t entrance doors, protecting them from burglars. This offers a quick, 

reliable and low-cost way of bringing existing building stock bang up to date. When adapted individually 

to the situation in hand, the reuse of existing buildings also meets new security standards.

+++  LITHUANIA  +++  MEXICO +++ MOLDOVA +++ MONTENEGRO +++ NETHERLANDS +++ POLAND +++ PORTUGAL +++ ROMANIA +++ RUSSIA +++ 

FRAUENKIRCHE | DRESDEN

Architects: IPRO Dresden

PORCELAIN MANUFACTORY | MEISSEN

Architects: Zumpe – Düsterhöft – Richter

BÜHNEN DER STADT GERA | GERA

Architect: BVS Architekten, Klaus Sorger

EIFFEL TOWER | PARIS ATOMIUM | BRUSSELS

Architect: André Waterkeyn

MUSEUM ISLAND | BERLIN
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Innovation and vision

For us “securing technology for you” means giving thought to new, forward-looking products. And 

this happens to be one of our greatest strengths. Innovative and visionary system solutions are major 

challenges with which we break into new ground. They are based around teamwork. We work with 

architects, planners and manufacturers of profi le systems to develop tailored one-off solutions for 

buildings and dovetail innovative architecture with innovative technology. One of our in-house planning 

groups has set itself the task of producing and implementing individual solutions for these unusual 

architectures. The variety of our products allows us to use these as add-ons for special solutions. For 

example our famous multipoint locking systems were used in the Queen Mary 2. In order to successfully 

conclude a project, we work closely with architects, project developers, operating companies, end 

customers, metal working companies and manufacturers of profi le systems. As a system supplier 

with our solutions-focused installation and service companies, we supervise all project phases and 

make our expertise available right from the planning stage.

State-of-the-Art Projects

+++ SERBIA +++ SLOVAKIA +++ SLOVENIA +++ SPAIN +++ SWITZERLAND +++ SOUTH KOREA +++ THAILAND +++ TURKEY +++ UKRAINE +++ USA +++

QUEEN MARY 2ROTUNDA | BIRMINGHAM

Glenn Howells Architects

MAX SCHMELING HALL | BERLIN

Prof. Jörg Joppien and Dietz Joppien Architects

DRESDEN TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY – IT FACULTY

Zimmermann group of architects

WORLD CONFERENCE CENTER BONN

yes architecture / Hong Architects
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Global presence

State-of-the-Art Projects

For over a century our concepts and actions have focused on the product and how it can benefi t people. 

Our innovative, high-quality products are developed on the basis of this long-standing experience. 

Sophisticated mechanics and intelligent electronics are the perfect partners within this context. 

Thanks to their global presence, our systems have created future-proofed ways of preventing dangers, 

minimising risks, limiting damage and protecting people and property. Product lines in stock around 

the globe ensure the worldwide availability of our quality manufactured products. Gretsch-Unitas 

Logistik GmbH centrally coordinates distribution and other tasks for the group. 

Alongside marketing work for the trade, our customer service department provides web-based solutions 

which greatly reduce the workload in many respects. 

Convenience and service are our main focuses, as is exemplifi ed by the specifi cation tool which can be 

used to produce a complete specifi cation online and does not require any programs to be installed. 

Our products are protected by patents and have to meet high quality standards. This enables us to 

guarantee their safety and reliability the world over.

Experience spanning more 

than 100 years

Global presence

System solutions for projects

Product lines in stock around 

Modular system technology

Published by

Gretsch-Unitas Group of Companies
Johann-Maus-Str. 3
D-71254 Ditzingen
Phone  +49 (0) 71 56 301 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 71 56 301 - 293
www.g-u.com

Design

www.machwerk.com

FUTURE-PROOFED THROUGH PATENT PROTECTION GUARANTEE AND WARRANTY
ON HAND TO OFFER ADVICE RIGHT FROM THE 

PLANNING STAGE
SPECIFICATION TOOL SECURITY THROUGH QUALITY MANUFACTURING LOGISTICS – JUST-IN-TIME WHEREVER YOU ARE

Special solutions development
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Gretsch-Unitas GmbH

Baubeschläge

Johann-Maus-Str. 3

D-71254 Ditzingen

Germany

Phone + 49 (0) 71 56 3 01 - 0

Fax + 49 (0) 71 56 3 01 - 2 93

BKS GmbH

Heidestr. 71

D-42549 Velbert

Germany

Phone + 49 (0) 2 05 12 01 - 0

Fax + 49 (0) 2 05 12 01 - 4 31
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